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In 1950u2019s when professor wole soyinka was in university of ibadan they was organized an association they call it pyrates confraternity pc they were use it to
secure take care of themselves the p c was means u201csea dogsu201d the wole soyinka group was organized in other to ask or request for their needs or for their
own right they now developed from there in 1953u2019s up the people were joining them and they developed through the strange thing that they were doing
From 1975 the association was no longer alone in uni ibadan it was spread in all nigeria tertiary institutions they was organized it in other to request for their own right
in the school as a students they also have some weapon that they are using but not for killing each other but to use it for play and to let their mates join them that is
what they are for
But in 1996 after this people like wole soyinka has left the campuses many cults was organized and the p c u201cpyritesu2019 confraternity or sea dogsu201d was
change to another thing they were change to secret cult they no longer call it p c or u201csea dogsu201d they call it so many names e g black axe piratesu2019
buccaneers with their symbols and the sign that they use to recognize each other
From 1996 they were killing of students in university of ibadan and some students were killing in polytechnic of ibadan they were killed people that want to do well
But when they graduate the people continue to change the role and create other names for it they were three groups these three secret cults they were in campuses i
will discuss about it later
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